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Speed Ramps
Vehicles travelling too fast can be extremely dangerous to pedestrians 
and other road users, SafeSite Facilities speed ramps are perfect for 
temporary or permanent traffic control.

Highly visible during the day due to their contrasting yellow and black colour sections, 
but also easy to see at night time due to the built in reflective cats eyes. Each section 
is securely fixed to the floor using four heavy duty bolts, and has good grip in wet 
conditions thanks to the ramps chequered grip formation. 

Key Features 
 Easy to install traffic calming ramps

 Made from recycled material and is recyclable

 White reflectors in each section make for good visibility at 
 night and in bad weather

 Designed to be installed on good condition concrete or 
 asphalt surfaces that are at least 100mm deep

 Recess underneath to allow pipes / cables

 Can withstand 44 tonne HGV’s

 Chequered grip pattern

Joined ramps with end section Cable channel beneath speed ramp420mm
or

485mm

500mm

50mm
or

75mm

Speed Ramp Specifications
Measurements in mm

Length Width  Height Weight (kg) Colour Load Capacity Product ID

500 480  50  8  Black 44 tonnes STS210070

500 480  50  8  Yellow 44 tonnes STS210130

500 480  75  11.5  Black 44 tonnes STS210090

500 480  75  11.5  Yellow 44 tonnes STS210150

Weight 
8kg or 11.5kg
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Bolt holes for 
securing to floor

Bolt holes for 
securing to floor

Chequered pattern 
formation for extra grip

Reflective 
cats eye

Reflective 
cats eye

Cable groove

Height 
50mm or 75mm

Length 
500mm

Width 
420mm or 485mm

Available Accessories 
Stock Code  Fixing Type

GSFS0050  SafeSite Coach Screws M12 x 75mm 

GSFS0057  14 x 75 Nylon Wall Plug Weight 
8kg or 11.5kg
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